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ABSTRACT: Among the various types of chirality (central, axial, helical, planar...), that inherent to Möbius topology remains almost unexplored, partly due to the difficulty to access Möbius compounds. Over the last decade, [28]hexaphyrins have revealed among the best candidates to build on Möbius aromaticity. Whereas their flexibility needs to be controlled to get P/M twist enantioselectivity, it could be of great interest to sustain dynamic chirality transfer. In this context, we report herein the first example of a Möbius aromatic ring capped by a cavity, consisting in a Möbius [28]hexaphyrin doubly-linked to an α-cyclodextrin. This unique design affords a “totem” of three different chirality elements arising from the cyclodextrin (fix central chirality), the bridging pattern (dynamic planar chirality) and the hexaphyrin (dynamic topological chirality). Chirality transfers (see TOC graphic) are characterized by a stereospecific planar-to-topological communication (diast. excess > 95 %; the highest asymmetric selectivity reported to date for a Möbius ring) combined to a stereoselective central-to-planar communication (up to 60 % diast. excess). Interestingly, the stereoselectivity is remotely controlled by coordination of an achiral effector to the hexaphyrin, increasing up to five times the chiroptical response of the Möbius aromatic π-system. These results highlight the advantageous use of dynamic chirality transfers to further incorporate Möbius chirality and aromaticity into all kind of stimuli responsive devices.

INTRODUCTION

The conversion of the artistically elegant Möbius strip topology into a molecular architecture has remained elusive until the pioneering report of Walba’s bis-crown ether ribbon.1,2 Two decades later, Herges devised an ingenious multi-step approach to synthesize the first π-conjugated Möbius molecule derived from a benzo-fused annulene scaffold.3 Soon after, the groups of Latos-Grażyński4 and Osuka5 reported concomitantly the synthesis of heteroannulenic compounds with native Möbius twisted topologies. The conformational flexibility of these expanded porphyrinoids6 allowed to experimentally evidence the 4n π-conjugated “Möbius aromaticity”, unknown in nature but earlier predicted by Heilbronner.7 The straight forward access to regular meso-aromatic expanded porphyrins allowed to further investigate the influence of the Möbius twist on their physico-chemical properties (4n+2 antiaromaticity,8 baird rules,9…). However, despite important findings in this field, it is worth to note that the inherent chirality of Möbius compounds has remained quasi-unexplored.10,11 Considering the paramount importance of chirality in biological processes, drug design, material sciences and many other fields, scrutinizing Möbius chirality has become a major challenge with promising opportunities.12

In general, Möbius conformations of regular expanded porphyrins are flexible, making their chiral π-conjugated system dynamic. Therefore, the fluxionality of the macrocycles needs either to be frozen or dynamically controlled to access optically active samples. Scheme 1 summarizes the few successful attempts of stereoselective formation of Möbius compounds, all involving a [28]hexaphyrin scaffold,13 and emphasizes the chirality transfers at work. Following the “frozen” strategy (Scheme 1a), kinetically trapped Möbius enantiomers were stereoselectively obtained using Pd(II) chiral salts, with however modest enantiomeric excess (23 % e.e.).10,14 On the other hand, the “stereodynamic” strategy allowed to control the Möbius twist winding to the highest diastereomeric excess reported to date (76% d.e.) using labile metal complexes associated with chiral ligands (Scheme 1b).11 The dynamic stereocontrol15 of the Möbius twist can thus turn to be a major advantage for the development of responsive devices and materials with tuneable chiroptical and aromaticity properties. Moreover, switchable stereoisomerism is of particular interest in asymmetric catalysis or for the directional control of motion, which are key features for the design of smart molecular machines.16 To get any benefit from Möbius stereoisomerism, fine understanding of chirality transfer17 from or to other stereochemical elements is crucial. Inspired by recent findings
in chiral molecular switches and catalysts, featuring hybrid\textsuperscript{18} or compartmentalized\textsuperscript{19} transfer of chirality, we devised a new strategy where multiple stereochemical sources would be endogenous to a dynamic Möbius edifice (Scheme 1c). Having a flexible Möbius ring covalently connected to other chiral element(s) would offer a unique opportunity to study chirality transfer phenomena, and ultimately chiral induction of the Möbius twist.

We describe herein an unprecedented system composed of three different stereochemical elements arranged in a “totem” fashion referred as central (fix), planar (dynamic) and topological (Möbius, dynamic). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectroscopic investigations revealed effective chirality transfers across the three elements according to stereoselective and stereospecific relationships, with a possible remote control, leading ultimately to amplification of the chiroptical response of the Möbius aromatic π-system.

Scheme 1. Simplified depiction of different strategies achieving stereoselective Möbius winding.

(a) “Trapped” coordination approach with chirality transfer occurring in the transition state (23 \% e.e.\textsuperscript{10}). (b) “Dynamic” coordination approach with an exogeneous chiral ligand offering chirality transfer in the equilibrium of diastereomeric complexes (76 \% d.e.\textsuperscript{11}). (c) Present contribution: “fix” and “dynamic” endogenous chiral sources offering intramolecular chirality transfers in the final equilibrium of diastereomeric coordination complexes.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Design**

We recently described hexaphyrin-cyclodextrin hybrid compounds (HCDs) made of an hexaphyrin unit (the six-pyrrole homologue of porphyrin) attached to one or two A,C,E-modified α-cyclodextrin unit(s) by triple or sixfold covalent linkages (Figure 1b).\textsuperscript{20} In these hybrids, the hexaphyrin unit adopts up to three different planar conformations (rectangle, dumbbell, and triangle). For each of these, the two oxidation states of the hexaphyrin follow Hückel rules with aromatic character for the oxidized state “[26]” and antiaromatic character for the reduced one “[28]” (4n+2 and 4n conjugated π electrons, respectively). The three planar conformations are interconvertible in both oxidation states using various stimuli.\textsuperscript{20}

In the particular case of the triangular conformation, independently of the chirality of the cyclodextrin, the triple attachment on one face generates planar chirality (Figure 1b). Indeed, the 5,15,25 and 10,20,30 bridging patterns are mirror images and correspond to opposite R\textsubscript{p}/S\textsubscript{p} configurations.\textsuperscript{20} Their equal population indicates a lack of stereodiscrimination from the cyclodextrin (static source of central chirality with 30 endogenous chiral sources offering intramolecular chirality (Figure 1a, middle). Whereas the 5,20-meso bridged hexaphyrin affords an achiral short-side bridging pattern, bridging the 10,25 and 15,30-meso positions affords chiral long-side bridging patterns of opposite R\textsubscript{p}/S\textsubscript{p} configurations. The expected dynamic character of these meso-bridging patterns through coupled in-out/in-out inversions of the pyrroles,\textsuperscript{20} would offer a possible dynamic control of the planar chirality owing to the cyclodextrin chirality.

Despite the plasticity of these hybrids, the Möbius aromatic conformation ([28] state) was not detected suggesting that a high strain penalty due to the triple covalent attachment prevents a twisted conformation. We thus turned our attention to less constrained doubly-linked HCDs using an A,D-difunctionalized cyclodextrin (Figure 1c). The devised ‘A,D’ pattern was expected to (i) generate planar chirality, (ii) favor Möbius conformation in the [28] state, and ultimately (iii) afford a 3-type chirality totem suitable for chiral transfers. Stereochemical analysis revealed up to 3 possible diastereomers for the most common rectangular conformation and 12 others for the Möbius hexaphyrin one (Figure 1c):

(i) the rectangular diastereomers differ by their three possible meso-bridging patterns, two of which generating planar chirality (Figure 1a, middle). Whereas the 5,20-meso bridged hexaphyrin affords an achiral short-side bridging pattern, bridging the 10,25 and 15,30-meso positions affords chiral long-side bridging patterns of opposite R\textsubscript{p}/S\textsubscript{p} configurations. The expected dynamic character of these meso-bridging patterns through coupled in-out/in-out inversions of the pyrroles,\textsuperscript{20} would offer a possible dynamic control of the planar chirality owing to the cyclodextrin chirality.

(ii) introducing half-a-twist in the π-conjugated circuit gives rise to Möbius bands with opposite P/M handedness (Figure 1a top). Considering a simplified rectangular hexaphyrin, the twisting of an inverted pyrrole can process upward (blue arrows) or downward (red arrows) with either left or right orientations, leading to four twisted stereoisomers: two degenerate (C\textsubscript{2}-symmetrically related) M twists and P twists.\textsuperscript{22} Bridging opposite meso positions of these stereoisomers lifts their degeneracy affording two different M twists and two different P twists. These four Möbius conformations can occur for each of the three possible meso bridging patterns affording up to 12 possible diastereomers for the targeted ‘A,D’ doubly-linked HCDs (Figure 1c). Similarly to the rectangular conformation, planar chirality arises for the long-side bridging patterns (10,25 and 15,30), affording totems of three types of chirality (Figure 1c).

Importantly, the meso-substitution pattern and Möbius isomerization processes are governed by very different energy barriers. The Möbius twisting one amounts approximately for 8 kcal.mol\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{23} while that of the dynamic planar chirality reaches 23 kcal.mol\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{24}
Figure 1. (a) Details of chiral elements constituting the targeted totem edifices: (bottom) representation of the α-cyclodextrin A,D-diol embedding 30 stereogenic centers which are thermodynamically and kinetically stable; (middle) illustration of the dynamic planar chirality arising from bridging the 10,25 and 15,30 meso-positions of a rectangular hexaphyrin. The bridging pattern isomerization occurs through coupled in-out/out-in pyrrole inversions. The labelling of the meso-substitution patterns is defined clockwise relative to a short side substituent (labelled 5) considering the free face of the hexaphyrin; (top) illustration of the equilibria between four possible Möbius stereoisomers (transiting through a rectangular conformation), depending on the up/down and right/left twisting of an inverted pyrrole (highlighted in yellow and converted to blue and red plain arrows). Note that the same degenerate isomerization process is obtained using the opposite inverted pyrrole at the front. The chirality of the Möbius strip is emphasized both with the native writhed view and the stretched writh-free view of the Möbius strip (grey box). (b) Overview of the triply-linked hexaphyrin-cyclodextrin (HCD) hybrids and their accessible hexaphyrin conformations. Inset: stereochemical analysis of the two diastereomers of the triangular HCD exhibiting planar and central chirality. (c) Stereochemical analysis of the targeted totem design of a three-stereogenic elements assembly from doubly-linked HCD hybrids.

Synthesis and characterization

The synthesis of the doubly-linked HCD hybrids was performed using precursor 5 obtained by alkylation-deprotection of the perbenzylated α-cyclodextrin 6A,6D-diol 4 in 84% yield over two steps (Scheme 2). This dialdehyde was further engaged in an acid catalyzed macrocyclization with two equivalents of tripyrane 6 followed by an in-situ oxidation with 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4-benzoquinone (DDQ). Subsequent purification of the crude material by column chromatography afforded a turquoise blue fraction (see [28]2 and [28]3) and a more polar violet fraction ([26]1) (Scheme 2). High resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) analyses were indeed consistent with the formation of doubly-linked HCD hybrids with 28 and 26π electron systems, respectively. The UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra of both blue and violet fractions showed similar absorption profiles, with an intense Soret-like band at respectively 601 and 577 nm and four Q-like bands spanning up to the NIR region, characteristic of an aromatic character (Figure 2). These features are consistent with a Hückel aromatic character for [26]1 (4n+2 π electrons, planar) and a Möbius aromatic one for [28]2/[28]3 (4n π electrons, singly twisted). The 1H NMR spectrum of [26]1 recorded in CDCl3 displays a well-resolved pattern corresponding to a C2-symmetric compound (SI). The chemical shifts of the β-pyrrolic protons (β) are splitted into two characteristic regions evidencing a strong diatropic ring current. The shielded part displays a broad singlet (~1.58 ppm, NHin) and two doublets (~2.70 and ~2.95 ppm, βout), while the deshielded one shows four doublets (9.23, 9.20, 9.12 and 9.02 ppm, βout). Such a distribution is consistent with a C2-symmetric rectangular conformation orienting two NH and four β protons in the shielding inner part.
of the macrocycle while the deshielding periphery comprises eight βπ protons. The linkers connecting the cyclodextrin to the hexaphyrin were found to be located on both

![Scheme 2. Synthesis of HCD hybrids R[26]1, R[28]2 and M[28]3. Labeling for all isomers follows the nomenclature provided on compound R[26]1.](image)


short sides of the hexaphyrin rectangle (5,20 meso-positions, Scheme 2) as deduced from an unusual 19F-19F through space coupling. Indeed, this substitution pattern brings the meso-pentafluorophenyl groups on the long sides of the rectangle. Hence, two ortho-fluorine atoms (one of each adjacent meso-pentafluorophenyl groups) are in close proximity leading to the coupling/correlation observed in both 19F and 2D 19F-19F COSY NMR spectra (SI). In addition, two O6-benzyl groups belonging to the C2-symmetrically related C and F glucose units undergo a marked shielding effect consistent with their location into the confined space between the hexaphyrin and the primary rim of the cyclodextrin. In contrast, the 1H NMR spectrum (CDCl3, 300 K) of the turquoise blue fraction reveals two C2-symmetric compounds (M[28]2 and M[28]3) in a roughly 1:1 ratio, not separated by silica gel chromatography (SI). Whereas sharp signals are observed for the cyclodextrin parts, most of the hexaphyrin protons are strongly broadened over a large temperature range (183 K to 330 K) preventing direct determination of its conformation. Such a behaviour is consistent with an equilibrium occurring on the NMR time scale between Möbius conformations, notably between C2-symmetrically related ones (degenerate conformations). Indeed, the energy barrier associated to Möbius conformational exchange is about 8 kcal.mol−1 (Figure 1a, top). As determined below, M[28]2 and M[28]3 differ by their bridging patterns which are respectively 10,25 and 15,30 (Scheme 2), affording planar chirality (Figure 1c).

Redox conversion and conformational isomerization

To further study R[28]2 and M[28]3, we decided to explore their oxidized counterparts. Thus, DDQ oxidation of the mixture of R[28]2 and M[28]3 allowed to isolate pure R[26]2 and R[26]1 by chromatography (Scheme 3). Both UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra display absorption bands in accordance with an aromatic character (Figure 2). The 1H NMR signatures of both C3-symmetric compounds were very similar to that of R[26]1 with three shielded signals (2×NHin and 4×βπ), four deshielded ones (8×βout), and showing two included benzyl groups belonging to the cyclodextrin primary rim (SI). Therefore, the hexaphyrin unit of R[26]2 and R[26]3 also adopts a rectangular conformation. Yet, these hybrids differ from R[26]1 by their bridging pattern, respectively 10,25 and 15,30 (Scheme 3b, vide infra). Besides, R[26]2 and R[26]3 are unstable in solution at room temperature, isomerizing into the thermodynamically more stable R[26]1 isomer (Scheme 3a and Figure 1a middle, SI). Energy barriers of 25.8 and 25.4 kcal.mol−1 were estimated for the conversion of R[26]2 and R[26]3 into R[26]1, respectively (SI).

Conversely, reduction of R[26]1 with NaBH4 in THF-d8 did not produce the former mixture of R[28]2 and R[28]3 but rather a
red-brown product ($^2$[28]1, Scheme 3) exhibiting a broad absorption spectrum in line with an antiaromatic character (Figure 2). Its C$_2$-symmetric $^1$H NMR pattern (SI) confirms a rectangular conformation, with a characteristic reversed splitting of


the $\beta\pi$ proton resonances compared to the aromatic $^8[26]1$ isomer. Indeed, the paratropic ring current induces a downfield shift of the four inner $\beta\pi$ protons (14.91 and 14.67 ppm), and an upfield shift for the eight outer ones (3.89, 3.91, 4.71 and 4.82 ppm). $^8[28]1$ isomer is also unstable in solution (THF-d$_8$) at room temperature, isomerizing into the Möbius aromatic mixture of $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ (Scheme 3a, SI). This process is consistent with a short-side 5,20 meso-bridging pattern in $^8[28]1$ (retained upon reduction of $^8[26]1$), that converts almost equally into the 10,25 and 15,30 long-side ones, coupled to a rectangular-to-Möbius isomerization (Figure 1a, middle and top). It has to be noted that the more rigid triply-linked [28]HCD derivative affords a stable rectangular antiaromatic conformation.20a,30 In contrast, the doubly-linked [28]HCD recovers enough flexibility to incorporate a twist into the $\pi$-conjugated macrocycle.

Knowing the redox interconversion and equilibration pathways, we were able to devise a synthetic strategy to access $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ separately. Therefore, we first oxidized an equilibrated mixture of $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ with DDQ and the corresponding $^8[26]2$ and $^8[26]3$ were separated by column chromatography. Their reduction with NaBH$_4$ gave isolated samples of $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ with respectively 90:10 and 15:85 diastereomeric ratio (d.r.). Their equilibration proceeds slowly at room temperature, thermodynamic ratio (55:45) being reached upon heating overnight at 60 °C (SI). To the best of our knowledge, $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ are the first examples of cavity-capped Möbius molecular rings.

Chirality induction and chiroptical properties with free bases

We next examined the chiroptical properties of $^4[28]2$ and $^4[28]3$ by ECD spectroscopy.31 Interestingly, these isolated compounds exhibit mirror ECD spectra with intense bis-signate Cotton effect in the Soret band wavelength region (Figure 3). These signatures are

Figure 3. Electronic circular dichroism spectra in CHCl$_3$ of diastereomerically enriched $^4[28]2$ (blue) and $^4[28]3$ (red) (respectively 90:10 and 15:85 d.r.; intensities scaled according to...
their corresponding UV-vis absorption spectra normalized at their maximum absorbance).

in good agreement with those of optically pure Möbius hexaphyrin metal complexes, and give us four main informations:

(i) the intense chiroptical response suggests that a high P/M stereoselectivity occurs at the level of the Möbius twist, although quantitative assessment cannot be achieved at this stage due to the dynamic character of the Möbius conformation;

(ii) the stereoselectivity of the Möbius twist originates from the 10,25/15,30 bridging patterns (opposite Rₚ/Sₚ planar configurations), without noticeable influence of the chirality of the cyclodextrin. Indeed, the ECD spectrum of the equilibrated [28]2 and [28]3 mixture (ca. 1:1 thermodynamic ratio) exhibits a weak signal;

(iii) compared to native [28]hexaphyrins, the bridging to the cyclodextrin leads to a significant increase of the M twist ↔ P twist isomerisation barrier. Actually, Möbius isomerization is mainly if not entirely coupled to the planar isomerization process (Figure 1a, top and middle). This gives a unique opportunity to isolate optically active Möbius hexaphyrins in their free base forms;

(iv) the negative (positive) Cotton effect for [28]2 ([28]3) allows to assign the absolute configurations of the Möbius twists by comparison with isolated enantiopure Möbius hexaphyrins, giving M for [28]2 and P for [28]3. This further enable to assign the 10,25 (Rₚ) and 15,30 (Sₚ) bridging patterns to [28]2 and [28]3 and to their oxidized forms [26]2 and [26]3.

Indeed, each bridging pattern can formally generate four diastereomeric Möbius conformations, two M twists and two P twists (Figure 1a top and 1c). Molecular modelling of the different possible isomers evidenced that only a single one fits a given planar configuration (SI). Figure 4 illustrates the case of the M twist for both 10,25 and 15,30 bridging patterns ([28]2 and [28]3 respectively). While [28]2 isomers adopt a global expanded and strain-relieved geometry, the [28]3 ones are more compact and constrained (Figure 4, A and B vs. C and D). These contrasting geometries are imposed by the relative orientation of the meso-substituents adjacent to the twisted pyrrole (in red/yellow). Actually, the twisting process projects these meso-substituents (meso-C₆F₅ and meso-aromatic linker) in opposite directions (up and down compared to the hexaphyrin mean plane). In the case of [28]2, the meso-C₆F₅ (in blue, Figure 4a) is oriented upward and away from the cyclodextrin while the meso-aromatic linker is oriented downward pointing the ethylenic spacer towards the cyclodextrin. This situation leads to the observed strain-relieved geometries and is thus favored. In contrast, [28]3 orients the meso-C₆F₅ downward leading to steric interactions with the cyclodextrin (Figure 4b). These interactions are amplified by the highly compressed geometries arising from the upward orientation of the meso-aromatic linker which forces the hexaphyrin part to come closer to the cyclodextrin one, thus leading to unfavoraged geometries. Conversely, the P twist fits better the 15,30 bridging pattern of the [28]3 isomer than the 10,25 one of [28]2 (SI).

This stereochemical study evidences a strong communication between the planar and Möbius stereogenic elements, but also shows a weak one (if any) with the cyclodextrin’s chirality (no

**Figure 4.** Optimized geometries of the two M Möbius isomers for (a) [28]2 and (b) [28]3 (Avogadro software, UFF parameters; benzyl groups were omitted for modelling. Twisted pyrroles are highlighted in red/yellow and meso-C₆F₅ substituents adjacent to the twisted pyrroles are highlighted in blue).

provide conformational restriction to the Möbius ring while keeping the isomerization processes possible (see also approaches “b” and “c” in Scheme 1). Acetate (L¹) and a set of acetylated acetate (acac derivatives: L²-L⁵) ligands were used to probe steric factors around the metal (Scheme 4a). Coordination properties were first assessed by ¹H NMR titration experiments with either Zn(OAc)₂ or Zn(OTf)₂/L² in a CDCl₃/CD₃OD (9:1) mixture. [28]2 and [28]3 were used in various d.r. ratios (90:10, 55:45 and 15:85) to evaluate the dynamics of the metal complexes (SI). All cases led to the same final mixture of mononuclear Möbius complexes with a 4:1 thermodynamic ratio of (M)-[28]2•ZnL² and (P)-[28]3•ZnL² respectively (Scheme 4a). Interestingly, the intermediate mixtures of Zn(II) complexes equilibrate rapidly (ca. one hour at 298 K), the most striking example being the rapid Sₚ → Rₚ planar isomerization occurring with the starting [28]3 enriched sample. These observations highlight the dynamic character of both the topological and planar chiralities of the complexes.

**Mentalation with Zn(II): a three-type chirality totem in action**

**Dynamic character of the metal complexes**

Coordination studies with [28]2 and [28]3 focused on the complexation of a labile metal ion, i.e. Zn(II), in order to
Structure elucidation of the metal complexes

In contrast with the free bases, the major and minor Zn(II) complexes display well-defined 1D and 2D NMR spectra (SI) with characteristic patterns of “frozen” Möbius conformations on the NMR time scale. For instance, both L^2-type complexes show three sets of resonances for the βπ protons due to the diatropic ring current. These sets correspond to three main pyrrole orientations (Scheme 4b): in (2H: -2.54/-1.28 and -1.98/-1.10 ppm), twisted (2H: 4.94/4.94 and 4.48/4.73 ppm) and out (8H: 7.15 to 8.30 ppm). Besides, the ^19F NMR patterns of both major and minor species evidence an important shielding of a single ortho-fluorine atom belonging to a meso-C,F_5 (Δδ[o-o'] = 4.49 ppm)

Scheme 4. (a) Zn(II) coordination with [28]3\[28\]3 (Ar = C_6F_5) and the ligands (L^* in this study. (b) Optimized geometry with different views of (M)-[28]2\[28\]2•ZnL^* (Avogadro software, UFF parameters; benzyl groups were omitted for modelling).

(i) oxidation of the Zn(II) complexes led to a mixture enriched with [26]2 (SI). Since DDQ oxidation carried out on the corresponding free bases did not affect the 1:1 ratio of planar isomers, this observation indicates that [28]2•ZnL^* is the major species and [28]3•ZnL^* is the minor one;

(ii) ECD spectra analysis indicate that the favored M and P Möbius configurations of the free bases are retained upon Zn(II) complexation (see discussion below);

(iii) L-type complexes are characterized by a broad signal (-0.93/-1.08 ppm, minor/major species) corresponding to the methyl group of a bound acetato ligand (Figure 5a). Their complexation induced shifts (CIS: ΔδMe ~ -3 ppm, Table 1) indicate that these ligands face the inner part of the Möbius hexaphyrin. In contrast, the two methyl groups of the acac ligand display very different CIS for both the minor and the major L^2-type complexes (ΔδMe ~ -3 and -0.8 ppm; Figure 5b, Table 1, SI). It suggests that L^2 binds the metal with an off-centred position from the Möbius ring, orienting a methyl group closer to the ring than the other (Scheme 4b).

Three-level chirality amplification
The chiral induction of the Möbius twist was further evidenced by ECD analysis. The ECD spectra of the NMR tube solutions containing ~4:1 mixtures of (M)-[28]2•ZnL[28] and (P)-[28]3•ZnL[28] display up to 5 times higher intensity compared to the starting free base mixture (Figure 6). This corresponds formally to a shift from ca. 10 % to 56 and 60 % d.e. according to NMR integrations. These results highlight a rare case of configurationally responsive Möbius aromatic π-system exhibiting an in-situ enhancement of its chiroptical activity.11

The amplification of the [28]2•ZnL[28] ratio (1:1 to 4:1) is a consequence of a coordination-driven communication between the static source of chirality (cyclodextrin) and the dynamic ones (the bridging linkages and the hexaphyrin). At first glance, the metal acts as an achiral effector which simply freezes the Möbius ring and strengthens the communication in the totem (Figure 7). As a result, two different stereoselection processes occur: (i) at the lower-half, the central chirality of the cyclodextrin partially discriminates the planar stereoisomers (d.e. ~ 60 %) and (ii) at the upper-half, the planar chirality drastically discriminates the Möbius stereoisomers affording a single twist for each bridging pattern of the Zn(II) complexes. Integrations of the well resolved 1H NMR spectra indicate that this upper-half stereoselectivity for a Möbius twist is above 95 % d.e. for both major and minor complexes (M) for [28]2•ZnL[28] and (P) for [28]3•ZnL[28].37 This is the highest chiral induction value reported to date for a Möbius molecular ring (Scheme 1a,b).10,11 Importantly, it highlights a stereospecific relationship between the planar and Möbius chiralities, that undergo concomitant amplification processes (P → M Möbius twist induction coupled to Sp → Rp planar induction) (Figure 7, blue and red arrows).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>80:20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-2.91</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Me/Me</td>
<td>78:22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-3.15</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-3.01</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Et/Et</td>
<td>72:28</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-2.80</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-2.77</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>iPr/iPr</td>
<td>67:33</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-2.55</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>iBu/iBu</td>
<td>60:40</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-2.30</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5s</td>
<td>Me/Me</td>
<td>82:18</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-2.84</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-2.74</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5h</td>
<td>iBu/Me</td>
<td>62:38</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(95%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] R and R' refers to the acac ligands with in and out indicating their relative orientations in the case of dissymmetrical acac. Proportions between brackets indicate the relative proportion of L’s vs. L'.
[b] M/P d.r. refers to (M)-[28]2•ZnL*[P]-[28]3•ZnL*[P] ratio deduced from 1H NMR integration (experimental error: ±3%).
[c] ∆ δ = δfree - δbound; α and β refer to the position relative to the carbonyl function.
[d] Average value of diastereotopic protons.
[e] n.a.: not applicable.

**Tuning chirality amplification using achiral effectors**

Zn(II)-driven chiroptical responsiveness was further studied with different acac derivatives (Scheme 4a). Symmetrical ones (L1-L3) behave similarly to L1 and L2 ligands affording a major [(M)-[28]2•ZnL[28]] and a minor species [(P)-[28]3•ZnL[28]] (Figure 5c-e, SI).38 In line with L2, half of the bound L1-L3 ligands is strongly shielded (Δδ up to 3.06 ppm, Table 1) in agreement with an off-centred binding geometry (Scheme 4a). Interestingly, the ratio of (M)-[28]2•ZnL[28] and (P)-[28]3•ZnL[28] strongly depends on the ligand size (Figure 5b-e, Table 1), the highest ratio being obtained for L5 (R = Me, 78:22) and the lowest one for L2 (R = iBu, 60:40). This difference in chiral induction is nicely confirmed by ECD analysis of the NMR tube solutions showing the highest chiroptical activity for L2 and a decreasing chiral induction with bulkier substituents (Figure 6).

The linear relation between the d.e. values measured from 1H NMR integrations and the ECD intensity (Figure 6, right) indicates a chiroptical response influenced only by the P/M ratio. Thus, increasing steric congestion around the bidentate ligand leads to counter-intuitive effects: it weakens chirality transfer with the cyclodextrin (central-to-planar, lower-half communication), but does not affect the stereospecific relationship between planar and Möbius elements (upper-half communication). This ligand is thus acting as an achiral effector affording remote control across the whole totem and matching the piled chiral elements (Figure 7, green/purple arrows).
To get further insights in the ligand crowding, we selected a dissymmetric acac derivative L^6 (R = Me, R' = tBu) to evaluate the influence of the bulkiness orientation, towards or outwards the Möbius ring. Four complexes were obtained, corresponding to the (M)-[^28]2•ZnL^6/(P)-[^28]3•ZnL^6 mixture of each of the two possible orientations of the dissymmetric ligand (Scheme 4a and Figure 5f). Surprisingly, the major complexes (strong pair, 95 %) correspond to those orienting the largest substituent towards the ring (tBu in: L^6/), while the minor ones (weak pair, 5 %) correspond to the smallest (Me in: L^5/). Molecular models of L^6/ and L^5/ complexes (Figure 5g) suggest a pinched region due to the “twisted” meso-C_{6}F_{5} (in blue in Scheme 4), leading to steric hindrance with the tBu out of L^5/. Interestingly, the stereoselectivity ratios contrast with the stability ones. Indeed, the (M)-[^28]2•ZnL^6/(P)-[^28]3•ZnL^6 ratios are 82:18 in the L^5/ weak pair and 62:38 in the L^6/ strong pair. These ratios fit those obtained with the corresponding symmetrical ligands L^2 and L^5, respectively. Combined together, the stability of the complex is governed by the size of the outward substituent (the smallest the size, the highest the stability), while the stereoselectivity is governed by the size of the inward one (the smallest the size, the highest the stereoselectivity). This study shows that subtle steric effects occurring on the naked side of the Möbius ring have important consequences on the bridging pattern that is further discriminated by the cyclodextrin. In other words, coordination-induced freezing of the Möbius ring is a prerequisite, but is not enough to establish an efficient communication between the cyclodextrin and the planar chiralities. The exogeneous ligand plays a main role as well through an unexpected steric complementarity with the Möbius ring.

Figure 5. ^1H NMR spectra (CDCl3/CD3OD 9:1, 298 K, 500 MHz, high field region) of complexes (M)-[^28]2•ZnL^6/(P)-[^28]3•ZnL^6. (a) to (f), respectively L^1 to L^6, α^1 and β^1 stand for the shielded protons of the ligand substituents, π^0 stands for the β-pyrrolic protons of the pyrrole in. (g) Optimized geometries of L^6/ and L^5/ isomers of (M)-[^28]2•ZnL^6 (Avogadro software, UFF parameters, benzyl groups were omitted for modeling; top views with partial mapping of the Connolly solvent-accessible surface areas, L^6/ and L^5/ in space filling).

Figure 6. (left) ECD spectra in 9:1 CHCl3/CH3OH of equilibrated mixture of[^28]2•[^28]3 (free base) and of complexes (M)-[^28]2•ZnL^6/(P)-[^28]3•ZnL^6 (L^1-L^6) (ECD spectra obtained from NMR tube solutions and scaled according to their corresponding UV-vis absorption spectra normalized at their maximum absorbance). (right) Plot of the maximum ECD intensity vs. the M/P diastereomeric excess obtained from ^1H NMR integrations, showing a linear relationship (L^2, L^3, L^5 plotted since quasi-quantitative metalation was achieved, i.e. > 90 %; L^1 and L^5 not plotted since metalation was not complete; L^6 corresponds to L^6/ only).
CONCLUSION

A series of six new hexaphyrin-cyclodextrin hybrids has been developed and fully characterized, leading to three main results:

i) compared to the previous triply-linked hybrids, the double linkage favors the Möbius conformation in the 28π state. \[^{28}\] and \[^{28}\] being the first examples of a Möbius ring capped by a cavity. Free base hexaphyrins of opposite P/M twist could be isolated thanks to a fine understanding of the complex conformational and redox network connecting each of the six hybrids.

ii) chiral information is conveyed across these three-type chirality totems thanks to a subtle relay involving two dynamic chirality transfers (Figure 7). Spectacularly, the chiral relay occurring between the bridging pattern and the Möbius hexaphyrin is highly efficient affording a single out of four Möbius twists for a given bridging pattern. This illustrates an unprecedented planar-to-topological stereospecific relationship. On the other hand, the chiral relay between the cyclodextrin and the bridging pattern occurs only upon Zn(II) metalation of the Möbius hexaphyrin. The corresponding central-to-planar stereoselectivity is then tuned by an exogenous ligand bound to the metal ion, acting as an achiral effector. The resulting remote control is ensured by the ligand crowding tuning the stereoselectivity up to 60% d.e. in the case of small size effectors.

iii) remarkably, the whole dynamic stereoselective process amplifies up to five times the chiroptical response of the free base Möbius aromatic rings highlighting a fine orchestration of the endogeneous/chiral and exogeneous/achiral components of the totem.

A key point of the system is the dynamic character of the Möbius twist and bridging patterns, which rely on two different hexaphyrin conformational exchanges. The attached cyclodextrin providing a static source of chirality can either be almost silent over this process or active with the help of a remote achiral effector. This dynamic approach appears promising for the further use of Möbius chirality into all kind of stimuli responsive systems including switchable asymmetric catalysts. Work along these lines is in progress in our laboratories.
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See reference 20b and the corresponding SI for a definition of the $R_e$ and $S_p$ stereodescriptors.


Calculated for a triply-linked [26]HCD hybrid, see reference 20a.

Calculated for a triply-linked [26]HCD hybrid, see reference 20a.


Considering a transiting $C_3$-symmetric rectangular conformation, the same (degenerate) Möbius isomers are obtained from twisting one or the other identical ($C_3$-symmetrically related) inverted pyrroles.

These long-side patterns are also supported by the $^{19}$F NMR spectra lacking the through-space $^{19}$F-$^{19}$F coupling constant, and by the distribution of the para-fluorine atoms resonating at very similar chemical shifts for $^{[26]}[2$ ($\delta$/$^{[26]}_1$ = -153.12 and -153.21 ppm, long side/long side), vs. distinct chemical shifts for $^{[26]}[2$ and $^{[26]}[3$ ($\delta$/$^{[26]}[2$ = -150.50 and -154.20 ppm; $\delta$/$^{[26]}[3$ = -150.65 and -153.90 ppm; short side/long side).


$^{[26]}[1]$, $^{[26]}[2]$ and $^{[26]}[3]$ exhibit only weak CD spectra, revealing that neither the planar chirality nor the cyclodextrin chirality are significantly experienced by the $2n\pi$ system (see the SI).

In the seminal paper of Osaka (reference 10), the $P/M$ absolute configuration of the separated enantiomers of a Pd(II) complex of a Möbius [28]hexaphyrin were misassigned. In this paper, the enantiomer labelled “2A”, exhibiting negative Cotton effect, was assigned as a $P$ twist where careful examination of its X-ray structure reveals an $M$ twist with unambiguous left handedness of the $\pi$-system winding. See the SI.

Whereas quantitative metalation was achieved with Zn(OTf)$_2$/L$_2$, metalation did not go to completion with Zn(OAc)$_2$ even with a large excess and prolonged heating.


Sharp signals were observed at 243 K, see the SI.

In the (putative) case of ‘ZnL$_2$’ oriented inward, short distances between e.g. the Me groups of the bound L$_2$ and the linker ethylenic and aromatic protons (< 5 Å) would lead to significant NOE correlations. The only NOE correlations observed with the bound L$_2$ indicate spatial proximity between its ‘in’ Me group and outer β-pyrrolic protons, in good agreement with an exo-coordination mode (see optimized geometries in the SI).

Considering that the detection limit of the $^1$H NMR experiment is ca. 2% in the present conditions, the M/P d.r. for $^{[28]}[2$.ZnL is higher than 98:2 (hence d.e. > 95%).

Only partial metalation was achieved with L$_2$. 
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40 For a recent example of remote control of planar chirality in a dynamic system, see: Mamiya, F.; Ousaka, N.; Yashima, E. Remote Control of the Planar Chirality in Peptide-Bound Metallomacrocycles and Dynamic-to-Static Planar Chirality Control Triggered by Solvent-Induced 3_{10}-to-α-Helix Transitions. *Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.* 2015, 54, 14442-14446.
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